CHAPTER THREE

RESEARCH METHOD

A. Type of Research

The research was conducted under normative legal research. Normative legal research is the legal research based on library study. It means that the research aims to know the regulation regarding single candidate and legal consequences of single candidate in regional head election, in the case of Blitar (East Java), and Tasikmalaya (West Java). Furthermore, the researcher used statute to elaborate specific statute such as the 1945 Constitution and Constitutional Court Decision No. 100/PUU-XIII/2015.

B. Type of Data

The data used in this research is secondary data. The secondary data consist of primary legal material, secondary legal material, and tertiary legal material. The detailed data will be explained as follows:

a. Primary legal material is primary legal material that has a legal binding/strengths, consist of:

1) The 1945 Constitution;
2) Law No. 8 of 2015 on Regional Head Election;
3) Law No. 23 of 2014 on Local Government;
4) The Decision of Constitutional Court Number 100/PUU-XIII/2015 regarding single candidate in regional election.
b. Secondary legal material consists of several documents that related to the primary legal materials as follows:

1) Books;
2) Scientific Journal;
3) Other legal document related the issue;
4) Trusted sites internet;
5) Other non-legal documents related to this research.

c. Tertiary legal material is legal material that giving explanation about both of primary legal materials and also secondary legal materials, like:

1) English Dictionary;
2) Indonesian Dictionary;
3) Encyclopedia.

C. Data Collection

The method of collecting data in this research was done through library research by study literature. This method collected data from reading, analyzing, and trying to make conclusion from related the main problem as the object of this research.

D. Data Analysis

The data were analyzed systematically through descriptive qualitative. It means that the researcher analyzed related regulation,
especially relating the legal consequences of single candidate in regional head election. The facts were connected with the principle of law, conventions, and other related regulations.